INTO THE STEPS OF THE SHAMAN

2014

REVELATION

While undergoing a test for my children, I did it for myself as well. And to the revelation, I am a “Gifted Adult”. That
means that I have a deep and global perception of things, that my vibrations guide me at least as much as my mental.
Once this fact is accepted, then I accept my difference, and look for “adapted solutions”. That is when I met with Celine
Boura, (https://laterrelecieletnous.com/), and opened myself to the power of INTUITION, that I am now using a lot as a
barometer.
One of the tools of the shaman is to receive “perceived messages”, or evidences.

2017

MIND CLEARING

After a necessary but tragic divorce, I suffered from a bad disease. It was irritable bowel syndrome, together with
adrenal fatigue, overstress and hypotension. As traditional medicine could not help, I worked with a naturopath and a
shiatsu therapist. The best tool was FASTING, that I knew was needed (intuition). I could follow this practice for 7 days in
a raw, with the support of Alexandra Lohr (https://www.naturopathe.bio/). My tasks were to sleep as much as I needed,
drink only water, and walk in the nature 4 hours per day. And daily feedback to Alexandra. This week was providential to
clean my digestive system and my immune system. The most unexpected outcome was that it cleared my mind, and
brought back my energy. I discovered I was receiving messages from the nature, I could read through them. When I had
questions in my head, nature was providing me answers, or directions.
One of the tools of the shaman is the “vision quest”. That is going into the nature, alone, for 4-5 days, without eating. And
coming back with answers to the questions.

2018

WELCOME TO THE INVISIBLE WORLD

What a shock when Giuseppe di Nicolantonio (giu.di.nicolantonio@gmail.com ) , medium and energy healer, revealed to
me that all my recent troubles (incurable disease + other life disagreements) were due to a BLACK MAGIC spell that was
sent to me. I never realized that hatred could be so strong. With energetic healing on myself and my apartment, all my
troubles were solved in the same month, either physical or life disorders. When they slowly increased and poisoned my
life for 2 years. It was also solved on my kids, who were energetically very strongly linked to me.
I just discovered the strength and super-power of the INVISIBLE world. This revelation, that I lived into all my body cells,
made me think and read a lot. Same as when looking for a coach for gifted adults, I just follow my intuition and lectures
to meet the master who will drive me to this world that strongly and violently appealed to me.
This is how I met with Patrick Baudin and Dominique Rondeau (https://patrick-baudin-home.com/), doctor,
transpersonal therapist and and medium. I clearly opened my heart while living Altered State of Consciousness. I
realized that I was feeling at home, belonging to the family. Step by step, I became addicted to MEDITATION and BODY
TALKS

2019

LIGHT COMES ON ME

It seems like my entire learning process has to go through violence and shocks. I started the year by discovering my
soul sister’s dead body into her apartment. Mikaella Rojas-Fanon was the only person with whom I could share anything,
from capitalism, innovation, inviable world… we were both embedded into those 2 worlds. That is when I called Cindy
Salama (https://www.kundeva.com/), energetic healer that I had met once before. I just knew she was the right person.
And you bet she was! With her help, I could communicate directly with Mikaella, and understood that I was on the right
direction, that Mikaella could keep on building this new version of a human centered capitalism, including the Invisible
World.
I had to follow, this year, the entire shamanic process with Patrick and Dominique, and individual sessions with Cindy
throughout the year. The combination of both, with daily work on MEDITATION, made me feel more and more energetic
vibrations in my hands. This is how I became ENERGETIC HEALER, or LIGHTWORKER myself, my hands and my body
being an energy canal, and vibrating with the energy I feel with other persons or places. The call was definitely a fact
that I could not discussed. Going through this path is definitely part of my life’s mission. And everything went exactly
how Cindy indicated it to me. When a person was crossing my shamanic path, I could immediately “feel it”, and had no
choice but to speak to this person and undercover my role. Each time, it went rightly on purpose. The person was in
need, and took me seriously.

2020

LIGHTWORKER CONFIRMATION

Throughout this year, I went a lot deeper into this work with Cindy, and deep inside my innerself. This was enhanced by
the lockdown situation due to covid and the paradigm shift.
This new version of myself, the Shaman is establishing itself more and more, as an evidence. At the same time, I still feel
that I belong to the financial and innovation world, after 20 years experience. I feel comfortable in both world, even if I
appear as an oddball into both worlds. The spiritual world traditionally does not connect very well with the capitalism
world. Eventhough money is an energy as any other, essential
Le monde de la spiritualité en général ne capte pas très bien celui du capitalisme. Pourtant, l’argent est une énergie
comme une autre, et indispensable pour faire tourner l’économie. Je n’ose pas encore aborder le chamanisme dans le
monde de la finance, qui y semble toujours bien hermétique, bien que les poussées de la finance à impact soit de plus en
plus importante. Et je ressens que ce monde de la finance a de plus en plus besoin de trouver du sens, que
l’accumulation constante de richesse pour la richesse n’en a définitivement pas. La grave crise du COVID nous montre
bien que nous avons atteint les limites d’un système, et que tout est à réinventer.
Et c’est là que mon engagement prend son sens, et que je sens que je peux faire partie de ces liens qui relient les deux
mondes. Si je peux soigner les personnes et les lieux énergétiquement, je peux aussi soigner énergétiquement les
entreprises, et contribuer à leur alignement.
Aligning People, Aligning Numbers, my mantra, is born. Thanks to Corinne Rocca (https://www.chantercestdusport.com),
who is supporting me into my voice alignment.

2021

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

Now it is time to launch a proper sales offer for my services as a Corporate Shaman, and to accept it officially.

